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c+ebp varies by about +3% from its average value
over the complete experimental range. For small values
of the reaction order, e, it can be stated that for experi-
ments considered in this work, a defect concentration
reaction of the type of Eq. (3) will result in a variation
of resistivity which obeys Eq. (4).
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The Hall effect in ferromagnetic substances is computed on the basis of a simple model, making use of the
transport theory of Kohn and Luttinger. The calculation is rigorous, but assumes a slowly varying scattering
potential, a simple band, and very few conduction electrons. None of these assumptions are very realistic
for a true ferromagnet, but we are interested here in only giving a discussion of the types of contributions
which can occur, Terms related to those previously found by Smit and by Karplus and Luttinger, and some
new ones, are found. In addition, some comments of Smit on the general problem of the ferromagnetic Hall
effect are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

''N recent years there has been considerable dis-
~ - cussion of the anomalous Hall e6ect in ferromag-
netic substances, from several points of view. All
serious attempts to explain this phenomenon have
used as a basic model magnetically polarized electrons
moving under the inhuence of an external field, and
have attributed its origin to the presence of spin-orbit
coupling. The difference has been in the effect of the
spin-orbit coupling considered. Karplus and Luttinger
looked for contributions which arise from a modificatio
of the acceleration effects due to the electric field, and
from off-diagonal parts of the density matrix. Smit,
on the other hand, considered the modification which
occurs in the scattering processes within the framework
of conventional transport theory. Both of these theories
give results which are not in contradiction with experi-
ment, though neither of them fits all the data. On the
other hand, some of the conclusions of the theory of
Karplus and Luttinger have been seriously questioned
by Smit, so that the entire subject has recently been
shrouded in a thick fog.

For this reason, we thought it worth while to con-
sider the subject anew, from a somewhat diferent
point of view. There exists a model (for impurity-
limited resistivity) in which the entire transport theory
can be put on a rigorous and systematic basis. This is

the theory of Kohn and Luttinger, ' which develops the

* Permanent address: Department of Phys" cs, University of
Pennsylvania, Phi1adelphla 4, Pennsylvania.

' W. Kohn and J. M. Luttinger, Phys. Rev. 108, 590 (1957).
We shall refer to this paper as KLI in what follows. As in KLI,
we shall not indicate explicitly here the vector character of k or
r. Thus e'~'" means e'"' and k&k' means krak' throughout.

stationary-state density matrix of the system in powers
of the strength of the scattering potential. Using this
model, we have calculated the entire anomalous Hall
e8ect. Terms of the Smit type, the Karplus-Luttinger
type, and some others, all appear automatically in this
treatment. Although the model itself is not very real-
istic, and the further simplification necessary to com-
plete the calculation makes it even less so, we still
believe it is of some interest in showing the types of
contributions which can occur.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the theory
of KLI is summarized and reduced to a usable form
without any further approximations. In Sec. 3, the
contribution of the spin-orbit coupling (which gives
rise to the Hall current) is separated out. In Sec. 4
the equations are solved, and the Hall current is calcu-
lated rigorously in the effective-mass limit. In Sec. 5
we discuss the results and compare them with the
previous ones. Finally, in Appendix A, some of the
criticisms of Smit are considered within the framework
of the present theory.

2. GENERAL THEORY

In this section we shall develop the general formulas
which enable us to calculate the contribution of spin-
orbit coupling to the Hall effect. From KLI, we can
expand that part of the density matrix which is linear
in the external field (f), in ascending powers of X

(which is some dimensionless measure of the strength
of the scattering potential). The leading term in f is
of order A, ', and to this order conventional transport
theory holds. The new features of KI.I (corrections to
transport equation, coritributions from off-diagonal ele-
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ments of f) arise only if we go two orders further in lt,
i.e., to V. In the "/ representation" I that is, the repre-
sentation of Bloch waves for the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian, / standing for the index pair (n, k)j the density
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The notation is the following: f~= f«, t—he diagonal
elements of the density matrix. d«+—=co« ~is, where
cv« is the difference in energy between the two Bloch
states l and 1, and s is an infinitesimal positive number.
Hll ' are the matrix elements of the scattering poten-
tial. The notation P' means that a// index equalities
should be excluded from the summation, which means
for (2.3) that /"&/ or /'. Finally, the matrix elements
Cll are the matrix elements of the "commutator"
C—= eE (p, x ), p bei—ng the equilibrium density matrix
in the presence of the scattering centers. C«(') are the
terms of order A,

' in this matrix element, C«(') those of
order A., etc.

The diagonal elements of f are solutions of the
"generalized transport equation"

I
KLI, Eq. (119)]

Cl +Cl +Cl +s ZvL«'(fi —fi ) =o,
where

{Crp"'Ht l )C(=C("'+Q' —c.c. ,

{Gi "'Hi /&
C("=C("'+Q' —c.c.

+ (si &'&"—ei&'& —c.c.). (2 8)
(Ai )'

As soon as we have solved (2.4), we can obtain the
off.diagonal elements of f from (2.1). In order to calcu-
late the current in some direction (say the P direction)
we must know the average velocity Hp in that direction.
This is given by

where

8p ——tr(fop),

vp i LHr, xpf, ——

(2.10)

(2.11)

the velocity operator. Hr is the total Hamiltonian of
the electrons. Since xp commutes with the potential of
the scattering centers and the external electric field, '
we may write

ep =i /H p, xp'j (2.12)

where Hs is the periodic Hamiltonian {which includes
the spin-orbit coupling term due to the periodic po-
tential). That is, we may write'

The quantities (//V')—=H«'H&
& 'Hv(, etc. , and the

"energy shift" el(') is given by

(IH« 'I'&
s)(2)

„+

{Cll-"'K-O'Hl l'&

d«' dll«

{Hll" Cl''l' Hvt )

(2 5)
Ho p'/2nz+U+ (qXVLr) p—.—

Here U is the periodic potential, and

q=—(1/4//r'c') (M/M e),

(2.13)

(2.14)
—C.C.

In (2.5) the angular bracket { ) means the e/rse//rb/e

average, or the average over the possible positions of all
the scattering centers. The quantity L« is the "colli-
sion operator" and may be written

Lii =L« "'+L« "'+L« "',

M being th.e magnetization of the sample and Ms the
the saturation magnetization. As is well known, the

' This would not be true if we included the effect of the spin-
orbit coupling due to the scattering potential and the external
electric field. The former has been estimated by J. M. Luttinger
(unpublished) and by J. Smit, and found to be completely negli-
gible. The latter may be removed by a simple gauge transforma-
tion, and has no physical consequences.' R, Ksrplus and J. M. Luttinger, Phys. Rsv. 95, 1154 (1954).
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diagonal elements of (2.12) are given by'

ve =Bol/Bkp) (2.15)

where

(2.25)

whereas the off-diagonal ones are LKI I Eq. (126)]

(VP)«'= ld«'~p (l&~))
From (2.24) we have at once that

with
(1

~P
foldo~ oo Bke

(2.17)

Ã
(H ) 1, 1

=
OO 1, l, N — Nz ——0.

+L
(2.26)

Hll' &pll' Q e '&" "'."', (krak'). (2.27)HO/i= Olgl) (2.18)

(2.19)pl = (1/QQ)e'" "wl
We consider first the oB-diagonal contribution to the

velocity. Since Jp"' contains the factor bI, A, , we need

(f«) for k= k'. By (2.26), f„& „& & "vanishes. To calcu-
late f„l,, „1, &" we need, for k"Wk,

0 being the volume of the crystal.
Using these results, we may write the average ve-

locity as a diagonal and an off-diagonal part:

Here oo, is the volume of the unit cell, and wl is the If krak' the second term of (2.24) is zero (since k and

periodic part of the normalized Biocide function~ of Ho k extend ovel a Brillouin zone) and we have

That is,

V
—

V d+V o.d

ve =+ifl8el/Bkp=glflvp',

(2.20) ((H') a, l" (H')1",.l, )=NO 1, 1-O l", 1,. (2.2&)

(2.21) Therefore, since Cll "' is independent of the positions
of the scatterers,

In (2.22) we have replaced f«by its ensemble
average (since loll Je" is independent of the positions
of the scattering centers), the justification being ex-

actly the same as that used repeatedly in KLI.
To go further we now have to discuss the matrix

elements of H' in some detail, and compute the en-
semble averages involved. To make the problem as
simple as possible and to avoid extra terms which do
not contribute in any essential way to the result, we
make the following assumptions about the scattering
term H': (a) The scattering centers are located at dif-
ferent lattice points of the crystal. (b) The scattering
centers can interpenetrate each other, so that more
than one can be at a lattice point. LAssumptions (a)
and (b) lead to negligible corrections at low density of
scattering centers. ] (c) The average periodic part of
the scattering potential has been absorbed in the peri-
odic potential U. These assumptions lead to the follow-

ing expressionC for H'

H' =P, &p (r—r,)—(N/Nr, )P ll lp(r R), (2.23)—
where q (r) is the scattering potential of a single
scatterer located at the origin; r; is a set of E lattice
points (N being the number of scattering centers); Nl.
is the total number of lattice points, and the sum over
R is a sum over all lattice points. Assumption (b) then
allows the possibility of some of the r; being equal. The
matrix elements of H' are given by

The off-diagonal contribution to the velocity is

V
o.d. Q~C, (0)J l'l

L, L'

P f1 fl" fl" fl —)—
+N 2' Vpll" Pl" 1 I

—
~
Jp". (2.30)

l, l', l," dllii dl iP

In (2.30) we have put oo„~, „1,/d„l, , „ l, =1, which as-
sumes that there is no accidental degeneracy (i.e., that

1, fol rl/S ).
The first term of (2.30) is easily calculated. For this

purpose we need the matrix elements of C. From KLI,
Eq. (113), these are given by

( 8 8
C«=i«( + [ p«

EBk Bk ')

+Z(~."'pl" l p«"~-"'). (2.31—)

To the lowest order in X, p1"=p(Ho), so that

Hll '=
O «Z e "" "' "'—

ri

' $ee reference 3, Appendix C.

Pll "'=P(O1)&ll =Pl~oo 41.

Therefore, for lA1',
gg z

Cll " = ieE (pl pl )J "'. — —

(2.32)

(2.33)
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The first term of (2.30) then becomes

Z C« "'Jp"= —s«- Z (Pt P—t )J-"Jp"
may write

ft =fi"'+ft"'+ft"' (2.39)
Z. l' Z, Z'

Q p Q(J lv Jpl'l Jpl&'J vl)
l l'

where ft&" is of order )& ', Ji&" is of order )& ', etc. Then
from (2.4), (2.6), (2.28), (2.31),and (2.32), f&&s' satisfies
the ordinary transport equation'

(2.34)
BPZ

eE +Ã P 2w&i(~«) I q&i. I'(fi&'& —fi. &'&) =0. (240)
Bk

on making use of (2.17) of Karplus and I.uttinger. '
The terms (2.34) were already present in the original
paper of Karplus and Luttinger, 4 and are also found
in KLI.'

The second term of (2.30) may also be put in some-
what simpler form by permuting a few of the l indices.
We have

,
(f& f&" f&"—f~ ~—~l

PZZr r

(Plier

Zr
)

di&cs disap

'Ill'(0 l'l"Jp Jp 'Pl" l)
+C.C.

t 0'll'(A Jp)l'l=P f&I +c.c.
I

l'l, ( dii P&l' P«' +P«' +P«' (2.41)

In addition to the contribution (2.38) of order )&s,

there is also a contribution of the same order from fi&"
(as well as one of order )t ' from fi&t'). To obtain these
contributions it is necessary to solve the generalized
transport equation (2.4). It is convenient in solving
(2.4) to divide the corrections to fi&" into two classes,
which we shall call "field corrections" and "collision
corrections. " The former arise from the Cl' and Cl"
terms of (2.4), the latter from Lii &" and L&t &". As we
shall see below, to the order in which we are working
these terms give additive corrections.

We first consider the field terms. In order to obtain
Cl' and Cz" we need Cl"' and Cz('). These are given by
(2.31), as soon as we know the expansion of P in powers
of X. This is given by'

Pl Pl'
Pll "'=

The last term arises because we have allowed index
equalities on the Jzz' in order to write the commutator
(q,J). I The other restrictions on index equalities have
been dropped since they exclude only single k values,
and therefore give rise to terms which are O(1/0).)
Now from (2.31), if we let P be an arbitrary function
(Q) of the coordinates, we get

MZZ

P&i' %Pl(ill'+2
Z/r

( I v « I'(Jp' Jp')— ) P« "'=Pi&«,—:2ftl +c.c.
I (2 35)

l, &'

MZr Zrr

(2.42)

(2.43)

GDZZ 07ZZ

Pl Pl' Pl Pl"
X —,(2.44)

where
(Q,J~)«. ——D~Q„, (2.36) (I If«'

I ) Pi Pi &)Pi7:
All GOZZ 86Z

(2.45)

D = +
Bk Bk ' (2.37) Inserting these in (2.31) and making use of (2.5) and

the ensemble average theorem, we obtain, after some
since x commutes with Q. Therefore (2.30) becomes ' The solution of (2.40) is not unique, since we may add to any

solution an arbitrary function of ez and get a new solution. This
causes no di%culty in the usual transport theory, since such a
term is easily seen to give no contribution to (2.21) in any case.
However, such a term might give a contribution to (2.38), and it
must be discussed more carefully. The simplest way to eliminate
this ambiguity it to note that, for a crystal, fz must be an invariant
under the crystal group if the electric field is simultaneously trans-
formed. However, from E and e& (which is already invariant) one
cannot construct a term linear in E which is invariant, so that
an ff with the correct transformation properties does not have this
ambiguity. If the sample has a magnetization M, a term of the
for E M can be formed. This cannot give rise to an anomalous
Hall effect, however, since it vanishes for M perpendicular to E.' KLI, Appendix C. It is simply necessary to write l instead of
k, and to rewrite the formulas in terms of p~ rather than the ex-
plicit exponential distribution used there.

(s«Dpv& i Iv« I'(J—p' Jp')—
XI +cc

I (238)~~ ~ ~

dll'

Since we are interested in tip'd to order X', f& in (2.38)
has been replaced by its lowest order f&&'& That is, we.

Equation (135}.The sign in KLI is wrong, due to sign error
carried over from Eq. (134) of that paper.

(aJp' aJ ')
sp'P =t'eE, P piI

— I+&& Pfg"P.
(Bk Bkp J
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algebra,

CE =0,
Bpi Ops 1 pi-pi«-=i«- V + +&2 L(pi &D-p«)+ I p« I'(J-' —Z-') j +c.c.
ak. ak. ~ dgg.

—

(2.46)

where

le« I' (w —»i ~
+l&l Q )

D. ( )+c.c. , (2.47)
dll' ( Mll'

I
P«'

I ~P& P& Pi'
p&(&&=QT Q

86~ 07~~~

(2.48)

Since C&' vanishes, there are only X' corrections to the
field terms. Therefore if we want fi corrections to the
second order we get independent contributions from the
field terms and the collision terms. More formally, let
us introduce

fi=fi'+ f&', (2.49)

C&"+i Q Li& "&(f& —fi.")=0,
we find that

Ci "&+iPi Lii (fi fi ) =0—. (2.51)

That is, the field correction f&~ satisfies the lowest
order transport equation with C~" as driving term
instead of C~&". Further if we write for the "collision
contribution" fic an expansion in X,

f&'= fi"'+fi'+ f&", (2.52)

and insert this in (2.51), we get on equating equal
powers of X

where f&~ is O(X'). Insert this in (2.4) dropping con-
tributions of higher order than X': if we choose f&~ to
satisfy

(2.50)

3. HALL EFFECT ARISING FROM
SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING

The general formulas of Sec. II enable us to calculate
the corrections to the conductivity to order A.'. We are
not interested in this paper in the general problem, but
only in the problem of whether a transverse current
exists, i.e., in the Hall effect. Now for isotropic scat-
terers it is easy to see that there is no transverse current
unless there is spin-orbit coupling. The spin-orbit
coupling is small, in general, and therefore the trans-
verse current will be proportional to it and thus Lfrom
(2.13) and (2.14)j to the magnetization. Therefore, to
study the anomalous Hall effect we shall study that
contribution to the average velocity which is of the
first order in the spin-orbit coupling.

We begin with the discussion of the lowest-order
velocity (of order X ') which is given by f&"& from
(2.40) in connection with (2.21). Since the spin-orbit
coupling does not affect the energy to first order (see
Appendix 8), the velocity operator in (2.21) and the
distribution function p& in (2.40) are not affected by it.
The only thing which might be affected is the matrix
element of the scattering potential. This we write as

Zl'Lll "'(f&"'—f& "')+XiL« "'(f&'—fi ') = o, (2.53)
'P«1 Ãil' +P«' (3.1)

Ql'Lll'"' (fi"'—fi "')+pi Liv "' (fi' —fi ')

+Q&'Lll "'(fi"—fi ")=0. (2.54)

Since folio& is known, in principle, from (2.40), it may be
inserted in (2.53), giving again the usual transport
equation for fi, except with a different driving term.
Similarly, since f&

"& and fi' are known, (2.54) becomes
an "ordinary" transport equation for f&".

Finally, for completeness, we give the ensemble aver-
ages which are necessary to make the collision operators
L&i o& and Li& "' explicit. These are, from (2.7) and (2.8),

((«'l"))=A'v «v i i"v i"&, (2.55)

((ll l l ))= p«ipppi ppi pii p&«ii

XP +X(l&l—1)t&~ ~z+~~s ~II~ Oj) (2,56)

for all the k indices unequal. They vanish whenever
any ot the k indices are equal. The 8 function in (2.56)
is to be interpreted as giving something whenever
k —k'+k" —k"'=0 modulo a reciprocal lattice vector.

(vn "')*=~ ~ v&l"',

(Pl& "')*=—~A-Pl i"',
(3.3)

(3.4)

where 8„=&1.Thus the third term of (3.2) is equal
and opposite to the second, and we have

(3.5)

Therefore, there is no effect of spin-orbit coupling and
no anomalous Hall effect, to order X '. The quantity
fi&'& has no correction to the first order in the spin-
orbit coupling.

Next we consider the corrections of order A. '. They

where q ~~
"~ represents the first-order correction due to

spin-orbit coupling. Therefore

I
0'&V

i i
Ill'

I
+ 'Pl&' P&'i + 'Pll' &p&'l

=
~

pi& &'&~'+p&i &'&p&.i&'&+(y» &'&pi. &&'&)*. (3.2)

However Lby Appendix 8, (8.7) and (8.12)],
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arise from the correction fl' [given by (2.53)] in con-
nection with (2.21). In order to obtain fl' to first order
in the spin-orbit coupling we need to expand Lll &".

From (2.1) and (2.55), this is

Pili Pirl«Plrrl
Lll (1) =2lrN()(oogg ) Q +c.c. , (3.6)

dll«

Pll' Pl'l" Pl" l Pll' Pl'l" Pl" l

+ ((0gg' '
&pl 1" (og" 1 +cyc»c) (3.7)

Using (3.3) and (3.4) we see that the zeroth-order term
is real, while the first-order term is pure imaginary.
By means of the well known relationship (as s goes
to zero)

first order in the spin-orbit coupling, the spin-orbit
part of (2.38) becomes

(()&Jp' BJ ')
g&p'P =ieE Q p I I Q f (o)w

i (Ik Bkp )
—27rNi P fl ' P B(0&«) ) egg

' )'(Jp' —Jp') (3.15)
l lI

where
wp' ——20rN Qg t&((ogg ) Im(00«.Dpgpg 1). (3.16)

In (3.16), Im means the imaginary part of what follows.
We may also write

Im(oogg D.(og l)
= (1/s)[lpgg ")D~(og 1('&+ gpgg (')D~(og 1 "&]. (3.17)

(3.8)1/d«i = P (1/gogg )+ggrt'&(0&«i)& The last term of (3.15) may be transformed:

27rNi Q fl('& Q (&(gogg ) ~
(ogg

('& ~'(Jp' —Jp')
lr

27rN'g 2 ()(gogg')
I

(Pgg'
~ (fl fl' ")Jp'

(where P indicates principal value), we may write

Lll, (1)=I ll, (go)+L«, (gg)

where
(3 9)

Pll ( Pirl r Pl" l
Ll, '"& =4orlV(&(0&lg )pP, (3.10) BJp'

(3.18)
BPl

ieE Q — Jp'=ieE Q pl
l lBk~ k(x

Lggl( = (2m') Nag&(golgi)P g)((ogpl)

where we have made use of the transport equation
X (00« "

oog g""'&Pg"1"'+cyclic). (3.11) (2 40) and (3.5). Therefore

Writing correspondingly

f g —f (10)+f (11) (3.12)

fl"" being the first-order correction in the spin-orbit
coupling, (2.53) becomes equivalent to

Qg, Lg, (go) (f (0) f,(0))—
+Pl, 2llNII(gogg, ) i

oogg, (o)
~

0(fg(go) f,, (M)) (3 13
and

Qg, Lgg, (lg) (f1(0) fl, (0))

gag 20rN()(gogg )
~

oogg
"'~'(fl'"' —fg "") (3 14)

The Hall current is contained in fl("' and not in fl"'),
and therefore it is obtained by solving (3.14). Until
we make some assumptions about the scattering po-
tential (0 and the Bloch functions we cannot solve (3.14),
since it is in general an integral equation for fl"" [just
as (2.40) is an integral equation for fl( )], and cannot
be solved explicitly. We shall return to these questions
in the next section, but shall now proceed to a similar
reduction of the spin-orbit contribution for the next
order in X.

The average velocity to order X' is composed of three
parts: (1) the off-diagonal contribution (2.38); (2) the
diagonal contribution due to the "field correction"
(fgr), calculated from (2.50); (3) the diagonal con-
tribution due to the "collision correction" (fl"), calcu-
lated from (2.54). We consider these in turn.

(1) Making use of (3.3) and (3.4) again, remember-
ing (see Appendix B) that Jp' is pure imaginary and of

pl r&pg/(I&g. (3.21)

The second term of (3.20) gives a contribution to
fP which can be obtained explicitly. Writing

fl =gl leE pl J (3.22)

we see from (2.50) that the equation for gl is simply

eE pg'w '+2vrN Pg
~

gp«()
~

g)((ogg )(gl —gl )=0. (3.23)

The contribution to the current is, from (2.21),

Bel
g p =P f, g&p'= P g ggp' ieE. P p,'J.'—

l l Bkp

gJ l

=E ggg&p +ieE Z pl
l Bkp

(3.24)

If we call

then
u p

= 1)p
' '+ g&p

up=Kg(ggg&p fl wp )—
(3.25)

(3.26)

g&p'0 —— ieE Pg—pgBJ '/Bkp —Pgfg(0)wpg. (3.19)

(2) For (2.50) we need the spin-orbit part of Cl".
From (2.47), (3.3), and (3.4), we see that the only
part of Cl" which gives a first-order spin-orbit cor-
rection is

Cl" ieE (pg'w 1+27—r—Ni Qg pg't')((dgg. )
X

~
(ogg "'~'(J ' —J ')) (3.20)
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0 (21) —Q f (21)(& 1 (3.32)

It is again impossible to proceed any further without
some knowledge of the scattering potential and the
Bloch functions.

We may write the equation for fi('& as

eE.p&'2&. '+2~1' P v
)

q „,(o& ~'

X~( «)(f"'—f "')=o (327)

Comparing (3.23), (3.27), and (3.26), we see that there
is a high degree of symmetry between e ' and m ' in
our final expression.

(3) To obtain the spin-orbit part of fi" we must
expand (2.54) to the first order in the spin-orbit
coupling. Writing

, (1)—L, (10)+I,(11)

, (2) —L,(20)+L, (21)

f ~ f (M)+—f (11)

f" f (20)+—f (21)

(where the second term on the right-hand side is
always the spin-orbit correction), the equation for
f1("' becomes

P),LL)1, ( )(fi(o) fi, (o))

+L (10)(f (11) f, (11))+J,(11)(f (10) f, {10))j
+2~A' E& I q « "'I'~(~«)(f(""—f1 "")=o (3 29)

The only new element in (3.29) is L&&.(2'&. From
(2.8), (2.56), (3.3), and (3.4), and a little algebra,
this is

L11 ("&= (22ri)2)V(&((o» )
1 qx P &(~„-)Pl I(), (3.30)

Ll' L/" &~&1- )
( ) =~m( q'«q'& v O2&"1" q'v' &(1+&t'&0 ohio" 0'"—, o)—

+q11 q'1 1" q'1 1 q'v 1(1+&4 2'+0" ", 2—)0—
+(p&& "&p&" 1 q'1 1"00v &(1+&4+i—2"—o ",0)). (3 31)

After we have solved (3.29), we obtain a velocity
contribution of order X' from

tions of a ferromagnetic substance that a realistic
computation seems impossible in any case.

We therefore consider the following limit, which we
shall call the "eGective mass" limit.

(a) We assume that there are few electrons in the
magnetic band, and that they are at absolute zero of
temperature. This means that the unperturbed dis-
tribution function p~ is a step function

p) ——const, e) «p
=0, qi& ep)

(4 1)

where the Fermi level e& is very small compared to the
band width. We assume it to be so small that we may
write for any 01 which occurs in pi the effective-mass
expression

0& = k2/22&2*, (4.2)

where m* is the eGective mass of the electrons in the
band e.

(b) We assume that the scattering potential is very
slowly varying over a unit cell. More analytically, we
shall assume that q has mo Fourier components which
are of the order of a reciprocal lattice vector. From
Appendix C, it then follows that the matrix element
p« is given by an expansion of the type

q « = q oo (b..+ (k„' k„)J„"—"'(k)
+-'(k '—k )(k ' —k )J ""'(k)+ ] (43)

where p» is the ordinary plane-wave matrix element,
and the J's are de6ned in Appendix C.

This expression will be used as follows. In computing
any of the diferent contributions to the velocity which
arise, we shall only take enough terms of (4.3) so as
to give the first nonvanishing result. At the end of the
calculation we shall see that in fact each of these con-
tributions has a very similar structure.

With these assumptions we have at once that, to the
approximation in which we are working,

(4 4)

Therefore, the lowest order transport equation (3.27)
becomes

eE p„o'2& ""+22rN Q 00),o'1)(o o
—0 o)

4. CALCULATION OF HALL EFFECT IN
"EFFECTIVE MASS" LIMIT

In order to deal with the extremely complicated
formulas of the previous section, it is necessary to
introduce some rather drastic simpliacations. These
will give us a result which is a rigorous consequence of
our theory, though it will not be relevent (except as an
extremely crude estimate) to the situation in real ferro-
magnetic substances like Fe or Ni. However, we view
the main purpose of this paper as being to exhibit the
structure of the diferent terms which come into the
Hall effect (rather than to make a realistic computation
of its value), so that this will not bother us too much.
Further, so little is known about the real Bloch func-

f (')= — eE p„~o "

where the "relaxation time" 70 is given by

(4.6)

1 p

I t qP(k —k')8(o„o—0„&, )$1—cos(k, k')](Ek'
J k=kp

(4.7)

X(f.o"'—f.o "') (4.5)

From assumption (a), p1' is a rotational invariant and
v "~ is proportional to k . Therefore we may solve this
equation in the usual way,
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, (t dk
I

= «-'(2~)(2m*)«(e&)«, (4.9)i) =~.

where

p= p(r)dr (4.10)

The e in front of the integral is the density of scattering
centers.

It is convenient to make still another assumption in
evaluating integrals such as occur in (4.7). That is, we
assume that the range of the potential (say rp) is small
enough so that

k prp((1.

The integral in (4.7) becomes

transport equation. Therefore we can solve it at once
with the relaxation time Tp,

((«J~ («Jp ) zpr
fi""=—ie~ I

—
I k.p)' (4 16)

E i)k„Bka i p 3n p

This gives rise to an average velocity

(()Jp' (IJ ') pr

( Bk Bkp i () 3e(p
(4.17)

Ke consider next the velocity contribution of order
XP. There are two contributions: Np from (3.26), and
vp(") from (3.32). We begin with Np, which requires
the calculation of w ', from (3.16).Using (4.3) we have

In this approximation, (4.7) is

rp-' ——e«-'(2m*)«(. r)«/2~. (4.11)

BJ„'
Im(p)i D « i i) =-(pap '(k, —k, ') 4., + . (4.1&)

Z Bk«x

1 1 (BJ„'q
u.'=-—

( I k„.
i r, Eak. ip" (4.19)Lg '"' ———(2~)'1V8 ((p((.)Q 8 ((p)(")

We now compute the velocity contribution of order Inserting the leading term of (4.18) in (3.16), and doing
X '. For this we need L&&.(") to insert in (3.14). From all the integration just as before, we find

(3.11),

XIm(«pe «pvi-«pv )). (4 12)

Then

(2m)'0
(aJ„' («J„'q

X(k„'k.—k„k,') i

— i. (4.14)
E ()k, Bk„i

isa(3'pprp (2m*)«pr« '
Q I )), (u) (f~

(P) f(, (P)) —+—
(aJ.' aJ„&q

X&,'eZ.k,
~

— (, (4.15)
~ Bkp ()k~ i p

where the subscript zero on the last term means that
we are taking the quantity for k=0, which is consistent
with all the expansions that we have made. The ex-
pression (4.15) is exactly of the same structure in its k
k dependence as the driving term of the zeroth order

The 8 functions in (4.12) insure the equality of the
indices e, n', e", unless the band is degenerate at k=0,
which we specifically exclude. Then, from (4.3) and
(C.7), we have

Im(p n (pv("p i"i)

(aJ„' aJ.')

=-(happ

( p p-q p"),(k, '—k„")(k,'—k,) ~

2 Qk„]
(4.13)

Putting (4.13) in (4.12) and making the same
approximations as before, we obtain

ix'r««-'L(2m*)«(p))«jb(~(r)I,(u)

Since m ' is proportional to k„, we can integrate
(3.23) with the relaxation time r p, i.e.,

gl rpe——E.p, '7e. '=—ieE.
( ~

k„p,'. (4.20)
&ak. p

Finally, from (3.26), using (4.20), (4.19), and (4.6), we
obtain

(8Jp' («J,')
Np= —i'

~( ak Bkp i ()

(4.21)

f)(K) f (a)+f (P) (4.22)

to express this decomposition, and write the corre-
sponding velocity contributions as up& ' and vp'~'. The
calculation of ep( ~ is rather tedious, even with all the

This result has the remarkable property (just as did
the original result of Karplus and Luttinger) that it is
independent .

'". of any properties of the scattering
mechanism.

%e come finally to the collision correction ~p&"&, for
which we must solve (3.29). Now if we look at the
driving terms in (3.29) along with the definitions of
the l.'s, we see that there are two types; {a) those
proportional to 1V, and (b) those proportional to 1V'.

The former are nothing but higher-order corrections to
the Born-approximation for the scattering of an elec-
tron on a single scattering center. The latter are con-
nected with the interference between the scattering
from two centers, and we shall refer to them as the
"multiple scattering terms. "YVe write
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(4.23)

simplifications used in this section, and we shall not
give it here. In any case, it is not of any great interest
since it represents only a correction (in the sense of
perturbation theory in l&.) to v»&"&. It will have, in
general, the order of magnitude

(a)~) ~ (11)

The quantity f&&o& represents, on the other hand, a
new physical effect. In the equation for f&&'&, of all the
driving terms only that part of (3.31) proportional to
X contributes. Let us call the corresponding part of
L~~ ("), S~~. Then the spin-orbit part of B~~, in the
limit we are considering, becomes

(2s.)'I' oo' (11
+$p '5(o&gp) Q '5(o&($")+~

~
(kXk'+O'Xk"+k" Xk)„.

2iQ' l f/'ill Eo&ggili]

I aJ, ' aJ„')
X ~..~..~.-.-

I

—
i +-;8..8..-(~."""'(k)~,""'"(k)-J,"""'(k)~„""'"(k))

&e&k„o&k, & o

where
X(4—o ~o" o",o+&o A. ~-+o ",o+4+o o o",o), (4.24)

(kXk')„.=k„k„'—k„k„'. (4.25)

Carrying out the l" and the l"' summations yields

mie'qP
B)p = B(oo)p)(kXk')„.

QI

with

3 (8J, e&J„')
X T„,&o& (2-m*)S~ — — ~, (4.26)

[2
""

& 8k„gk„) o

(J (plIJ pl/( J ipooJ pili

(4 27)
Q) g~l II & ~=o

)2k+ Ik-k'[ i
, »gl (4.2g)

Ik+k'I'

The quantity C is a numerical constant,

t."=(17/30)+ (8/15) ln2 —0.94.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

(4.30)

Our final result for the extra current due to spin-
orbit coupling consists of three parts: (1) sp'"&, from
(4.17); (2) up, from (4.21); and (3) ss&o&, from (4.29).
The first of these is included in conventional transport
theory, and was considered (from a somewhat different
point of view) by Smit and by Luttinger. ' Since it is
proportional to 1/e it gives rise to an anomalous Hall
coeKcient (R') which is proportional to n. If the re-
sistivity of the sample is varied by varying the im-

purity content, then this will give rise to an E.' which is
proportional to the resistivity of the sample. For this
reason, such a term does not seem to the author to be
able to explain the experimental data. For iron, for

Calculating the resultant average velocity from this
by the method followed in all previous cases, we obtain

t'8Je' 8J ')
t&e'o& =ie&

(
— [C—op» p"' . (4.29)(ak. akp)

example, the experimental results of Kooi' show a de-
pendence on the square of the resistivity (to a good
approximation). This same resistivity dependence is
true to all orders of Born approximation in the con-
ventional transport theory, and therefore if something
else is needed one must go beyond the framework of
this theory.

The contribution (2) was first considered by Karplus
and Luttinger. By a very crude approximation, they
attempted to take into account more than just the
diagonal elements of the density matrix and velocity
operator, as is done in conventional theory. The result
was of the same general order of magnitude as (4.21).
This term, being independent of e does give an R'
proportional to the square of the resistivity as desired.
If we compare (1) and (2), we see that in our approxi-
mation their relative values are

op&"&/Nt&
——e F/(3&op ). (5.1)

Therefore at extremely low density of impurities, the
ordinary scattering term ep(") must dominate, and one
should see an R proportional to the resistivity. Finally,
however, as the density of impurities increases we must
go over to a resistivity-squared domain. Whether this
is already true for Si in Fe at the densities used by
Kooi, for example, is open to some question, but it is
certainly not excluded by an estimate of the type (5.1).

It should also be mentioned perhaps that the terms
previously found by Karplus and Luttinger correspond
to the first term of (3.6) and the last term of (3.15).
It is possible to write the formulas in such a way that
these terms are exactly canceled by some of the terms
which originally depended explicitly on the scattering
potential. This decomposition Lwhich is used to
establish (3.26)] seems to us to have no particular
physical significance, since when it is performed the
remaining objects (g& and w ') are no longer phase-
invariant. (That is, they change their values if the

J. M. Luttinger, Berkeley, 1953 (unpublished). o C. Kooi, Phys. Rev. 95, 843 (1954).
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phase of the original set of Bloch functions are changed. )
The total result up is, of course, still phase-invariant.
In any case, the important result from our point of
view is that no matter how one chooses to interpret the
diferent pieces which make up Np, its final order of
magnitude is roughly that given by Karplus and
Luttinger.

The final term (3), which results from multiple-
scattering corrections to the transport equation, is
new. The first term of (4.29) is exactly of the same form
as Np, and in fact cancels out a good part of it. It is
doubtful if this approximate cancellation holds in any-
thing but the extreme effective-mass limit, since very
different, quantities actually enter into vp(~& and Np. It
seems more reasonable to conclude simply that the
multiple scattering term will in general give a con-
tribution comparable in order of magnitude with the
off-diagonal and field corrections, and that to take one
without the other is inconsistent. The last term of
(4.29) is, from (8.23), of the order of magnitude of
sp/6 (where 6 is a typical separation energy between
the k=0 edges of two bands). We should really drop
such a term to be consistent with our extreme eGective-
-mass limit. We leave it in, however, to indicate that
other types of terms besides (8Jp'/elk —c)J '/cikp) o can
occur. For a realistic case, of course, ep will be of the
same order of magnitude as 6, and this type of term
will contribute significantly.

where

Hi H,+H", ——

H, = ieE 8„(Des/Bk ), —
H"= —ieE~J~".

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

APPENDIX A. DISCUSSION OF SOME
COMMENTS OF J. SMIT

In several interesting papers, Smit" has criticized the
results of Karplus and Luttinger, and has also ques-
tioned in general the occurrence of contributions to the
average velocity from o6-diagonal components of the
density matrix. While we cannot claim to understand
many of Smit's points, he is without doubt correct in
regarding the results of Karplus and Luttinger as
representing a considerable oversimplification of the
situation. We can indicate rather precisely just how
this comes about from the point of view of our present
formalism, and shall do this below. We wish to stress,
however, that although the treatment of Karplus and
Luttinger was not complete, the present calculation
shows that the eGect does exist and is of the same order
of magnitude. Smit's second point (the noncontribution
of off-diagonal matrix elements) seems less correct to
us, and we also wish to discuss it brieRy.

We can connect the work of Karplus and Luttinger
with this paper in the following manner. The matrix
elements of the electric field perturbation H are given by

The idea of Karplus and Luttinger was to include
H" in the unperturbed Hamiltonian, since it is per-
fectly regular and has the same translational symmetry
as Ho. Now if we write the field-dependent part of the
density matrix (f) in the form

f=f+.(H+H")-.(H), (A.4)

Vp= Vp+Zlp,

vp= tr(fvp),

Ip= trt,(p(H+H") p(H))v p j—.

(A.7)

(A.S)

(A.9)

To the lowest order in X we can compute up at once,
by going over to the representation which makes
Hs+H" diagonal. This gives

|aJpi aJ.i~ aJ.i

gpis'=ieE p pi( — l+ieE g pi, (A.10)
l ( elk~ cikp ) l gkp

which is exactly the result of Karplus and Luttinger.
Now since

( 8 8
Vi) =~eE~l +, l&n'

&ak. ak. ')
(A.11)

Eq. (A.5) no longer contains the J matrix explicitly
and is very much like corresponding equation with no
periodic potential. Karplus and Luttinger s approxima-
tion consists in just replacing this equation by the
equation of ordinary transport theory, that being all
that was known at the time. Then there is no contribu-
tion to the Hall effect from f and we get (A.10) as our
final result. That (A.10), however, cannot be the whole
story follows at once from the fact that it is not in-
variant under a change in phase of the Bloch functions.
Various arguments were given at the time to justify
this, but we no longer regard them as convincing and
shall not repeat them here. The point is that since
Np(" is of order X', we cannot throw away the correc-
tions to f of order )is, which corrections go beyond the
usual transport theory. Taking them into account
leads at once to the formulas of the text.

We now come to Smit's second point. Let us first
consider an electron in a pure state P, under the simul-
taneous inQuence of an electric field and collisions.
Expand f in Bloch waves,

it is easy to see that f satisfies (to the first order in E )
the equation

(A.5)

(A.6)

f satisfies the same equation except that G is replaced
by C; therefore, we have completely eliminated H",
and its only eifect is to replace p(H) by p(H+H") as
the "unperturbed density" matrix. The average ve-
locity is given by

"J.Smit, Physica 21, 877 (1955);Physics 24, 59 (1958). 4 =Z«(1)A. (A.12)
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Smit erst considers the average positioe a of the
electron. This is given by

Bag
Sp=i P G~ +i P G~~Gg Jp

L QPp
(A.13)

pr p+fe

pr =sfe"= sf,

(A.15)

(A.16)

at t=0. Therefore the last term gives a velocity con-
tribution proportional to s, which vanishes in the
limit s —+0. Therefore, in agreement with Smit, we

may write
Ol (Pr) nknk',

op=i p i P——
l

(A.17)

Smit interprets (A.17) as meaning that there is no
off-diagonal (eWe') contribution to 8p. We cannot
agree with this interpretation. First of all, if we replace
ipr in (A.17) by its value (Hr, pr), then we obtain at
once the formulas of the text, including oG-diagonal
elements. On the other hand, if we use (A.16) we obtain

(~fnk, nk'l
Vp=zsg

(

z ( olpp )kk' (A.18)

Since Hp is finite as s —+0, the quantity in brackets
must have a 1/s singularity, and its calculation goes
beyond the ordinary transport theory which computes
only fg, or KLI which computes the f itself (which is
regular in the limit s —+0). The great advantage in
using the velocity operator pp=i[Hr, xp] is that it
enables us to avoid such difficult expressions as occur
in (A.18).

Smit tries to go a little further with (A.17) itself.
He puts (pr)« =aia~* (as is true for a pure state).
Then, since the diagonal values of pz approach con-
stants (those of p+f), he puts

If we average over an ensemble of electrons and call
the average value of a& a&* the density matrix (pr)«,
then

&(Pr).k, .k

xp ——i P +i P (pr)) (Jp«'. (A.14)
~&p - I =a

Smit argues that the last term of (A.14) cannot con-
tribute to the average velocity (de6ned as the time
derivative of xp). This is certainly true. ln our for-
malism we have

ments of the density matrix. This result seems to us to
be erroneous. First of all, we are cot describing a pure
state, and therefore the representation a~a~* of the
density matrix does not exist. Second, this representa-
tion actually leads to a contradiction since if it were
true the o6-diagonal elements of pT would oscillate with
frequency E&—E~, and therefore have an average
value zero. On the other hand, from KLI we know that
such elements exist in general (they are just those of
p+f).

It is, incidentally, always possible to write the
average value of any operator in terms of a sum over
the diagonal matrix elements of f~, since it is char-
acteristic of our theory that the oG-diagonal matrix
elements may always be expressed in terms of the
diagonal ones. The resulting "effective velocity opera-
tor, " however, is not, in general, of the form BE~/Bkp,
as may be easily seen from the explicit expressions of
this paper.

H pp
——p'/2m+ U, (B.1)

and the eigenfunctions are

A= (e'" "/O'Q)1((r) (B 2)

As usual, l stands for the index pair (n,k), and N~ is the
periodic part of the Bloch function.

We shall assume that the crystal has a center of
symmetry, so that U(r)= U(—r). Further, Hpp is real
(which is equivalent to time inversion symmetry for
our problem). Therefore, under the symmetry opera-
tion (S) which replaces r by —r and takes the complex
conjugate, the Hamiltonian is invariant and

SHooS '=Hoo. (B 3)

U'nder this transformation the function Q~ becomes

y'=Sy =y., *(—). (B.4)

APPENDIX B. REALITY PROPERTIES

In this section some of the reality properties of the
matrix elements occurring in the theory will be derived.
Most of these were already given in the paper of
Karplus and Luttinger, but there they are so seriously
marred by numerous misprints that we prefer to give
them here again. The derivation is rather simpler also.

We consider first the case of an electron in a periodic
potential with no spin-orbit coupling. The Hamiltonian
will be written Hoo,

a= a e'~" (A.19) Therefore, since S commutes with Boo, we can choose
the pq to be eigenfunctions of S also. That is,

where ~aq~ is constant, and E has the dimensions of
an energy. This gives for Hp

Spg ——S'p(. (B.S)
BE)

~p=Z(pr)ii
Bkp

(A.20)

which is really of the form of a sum over diagonal ele-

However, S' is again the identity operation and
therefore the eigenvalues S' must satisfy S"=1 or
S'= &1.The pg and o~ are however continuous functions
of 0, and therefore as we vary k in a band S' cannot
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change sign suddenly. It follows then that

S4g=4„.*(—r) =S„4„.(r),

in the representation without spin-orbit coupling, and

8.6 Dgg &g& are the corrections to the 6rst order due to spin-
orbit coupling. Then from (8.11) it follows at once that

where 8„=&1, depending on the band in question.
For any Hermitian operator 2 which is invariant

under 5, the matrix elements satisfy the following
reality condition:

( '
(yg, Ayg. )*=

~
yg*(r)Ayg(r)dr

~)

A~~ &~~+= —8„8 Agg o&

Bggj ' *=+~a'gga Bgg' '
~

(3.13)

g ll'+ (g gil)4 0— (3.14)

Finally we consider the reality properties of the quan-
tities J "defined by (2.17). From the orthonormality
of the fg we have at once

yg (r)A*gill *(r)dr
We write

J gV —I gg +1K ll' (8.15)

pg+ ( r)A +pg ( r)dr Lby (8 6)) where I is the contribution of zero th order in the spin-
orbit coupling, and K is the contribution 'of the Grst
order. From (2.17) we have ~

=8„5„yg*(r)A*(—r)yg (r)dr

=h 8 ~ Pg~(r)A (r)yg (r)dr

&"=(qxvU) p, (8.9)

(e,Ae )*=&J';(e,A~ ). (3 7)

For any Hermitian operator 8 which changes sign
under S (for example, the spin-orbit coupling), the
identical method of proof gives

(~,3~ )*=-&-&"(~,&~ )

This equation means, in particular, that the diagonal
elements of any such operator vanish identically, since

by the Hermiticity they are real and by (3.8) they are
pure imaginary. (Therefore, there are no 6rst order
corrections to the energy due to spin-orbit coupling,
and we make no distinction between doggo' and eg.)

If there is spin-orbit coupling present, the Hamil-
tonian is IIO deined by (2.13), with the eigenfunctions
and values given by (2.18) and (2.19). The spin-orbit

coupling,

and similarly

(K ")*= bJ'g„(K—") (3.17)

From (8.14) we have that the diagonal elements of
J satisfy

(J g)s (8.18)

so that they are pure imaginary. Therefore from (8.16)
we 6nd

(3.19)

with our choice for the phases of the Bloch functions.
E ' on the other hand is not zero in general, so that the
diagonal elements of J are proportional to the spin-
orbit coupling.

We also list here certain other properties of the J
operators which are convenient in our work. For any
operator A we have

ggg:g: g ~gg 4g: ~ ~ggg (—r)
(I ")*= gg, dr= ggg(

—r) dr
go, ~, Bk ' ro, " Bk '

8g,.g;~ l' BNp (r)
Nl*(r) 5„8„=8„8„I ", (8.16)

o)c -~ Bk)'

is an operator of type B. We shall limit ourselves to
effects of (8.9) to the 6rst order. Then (X,X„)gg.———LD A. ll +(J.,A)ll j, (3.20)

A= 4 g+4 l"', (8 10) where

D =8/Bk +8/Bk '. (8.21)
where pg&'& is of the fgrst order in H". It follows at
once that lt g&'& must satisfy If A= Q, a function of position alone, then

(Q,& )« =D Qgg.

(g g ) p (I ggli@ liight g lying golgi)

4 "'(- ))*=-~-~«'&(), (3.»)
Finally

instead of (8.6). If we have any operator D, we will

write its matrix elements

(8.22)

Dll = Qg, Wg )=Dll "'+Dll "', (8.12)

where the Dgg ('& are the matrix elements of the operator

'BJ ""'(k) BJ ""'(k)
8g, gi& (8.23)

okp Bk„
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where

BKJ nn'(k) =— W„S* dr.
co~, Bk

Wgp as

(B 24) 1 t' Bran's
Kv= — rent* &n s+(&n' —&n) + «

APPENDIX C. EFFECTIVE-MASS APPROXIMATION
TO MATRIX ELEMENTS yt&

The matrix elements p«are given by (2.25) or
XJ nn'(is)+. . . (C $)

where J nn'(k) is given by (B.24) and

e ' ~~ "pm'i*mi dr.
Q~

(C.1) nn'(p) =—l Zg
a gr

co ~ co 8k~Ok„
(C.6)

where
qadi =qI, I, W~s,

The assumption that y has no Fourier components of
the order of a reciprocal lattice vector means that only
the constant part of the periodic function @gag can
contribute. Therefore

The J„„""'(k)satisfy the identity

J n(nP) (J '
n(JnS) )a—

which follows at once the orthonormality of the red's.
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Magnetic Structure of Fe4N)
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The magnetic structure of Fe4N has been examined in a neutron diffraction study. The results are in
agreement with a model proposed by Wiener and Berger on the basis of magnetic measurements on a series of
related compounds. Ferromagnetically aligned moments of 3 p& and 2 pz are found for the corner and face-
center Fe atoms (respectively) in the cubic unit cell. The difference in moments is apparently due to bonding
interaction between nitrogen, at the body-center position, and the face-center Fe's.

INTRODUCTION

! 'HE nitride Fe4N is a magnetic compound with a
Curie point at 488'C and a net moment per

formula unit of about 9 Bohr magnetons (extrapolated

t Work performed under auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.

* Guest Scientist at the Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, New York when this work was done. Permanent address
of author now at the Brookhaven National Laboratory.

measurement: 8;86 pn at O'K).' The average moment

per iron atom is thus almost identical with that ob-
served in body-centered rr-iron (2.22 pq). The crystal
structure is most closely related to nonmagnetic face-
centered p-iron, however. It may be considered as
simply an expanded p-iron lattice with nitrogen placed
at the body-center of the unit cell.' The magnetic

' C. Guillaud and H. Creveaux, Compt. rend. 222, 1170 (1946.)
s K. H. Jack, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A195, 34 (1948).


